The traditional approaches to optimal design and planning of packet-switching networks focus on the network layer infrastructure, thus neglecting end-to-end Quality of Service (e2e QoS) issues, and Service Level Agreement (SLA) guarantees. This is quite inappropriate since the Inter net today carries a wide range of critical telecommunication services. In this paper, we propose a packet network design and planning approach that considers the dynamics of packet networks, as well as the effect of protocols at the different layers of the Internet architecture on the e2e QoS experienced by end-users. Our proposed approach maps the end-user per formance constraints into transport-layer performance con straints first, and then into network-layer performance con straints. This translating process is then considered together with a refined TCP/IP traffic modeling technique that is both simple and capable of producing accurate performance esti mates for general-topology packet networks subject to realis tic traffic patterns. We illustrate an example of its application to the optimization of link capacities and routing in a corpo rate VPN (Virtual Private Network) where traffic is mainly due to TCP connections. An efficient Lagrangean relaxation based heuristic procedure is developed to find bounds and so lutions for the considered problem. Numerical results for a variety of problem instances are reported.
INTRODUCTION
The new generation of packet-switching networks are ex pected to support a wide range of communication-intensive realtime multimedia applications. These applications will have their own different quality-of-service (QoS) require ments in terms of throughput, reliability, and bounds on end to-end (e2e) delay, jitter, and packet loss ratio. It is techni cally a challenging and complicated problem to deliver mul timedia information in a timely, synchronized manner over a decentralized, shared network environment, especially one that was originally designed for best-effort traffic such as the Internet.
Accordingly, a key issue in this area is how to devise rea sonable packet-switching network design methodologies that allow the choice of the most adequate set of network re sources for the delivery of a given mix of services with the desired level of e2e QoS and, at the same time, consider the traffic dynamics of today's packet networks. The tradi tional approaches to optimal design and planning of packet networks, extensively investigated in the early days of packet networks [I, 2] , focus on the network-layer infrastructure thus neglecting e2e QoS issues, and Service Level Agreement (SLA) guarantees.
From the end-user's point of view, QoS is driven by end to-end performance parameters, such as data throughput, web page latency, transaction reliability, etc. Matching the user layer QoS requirements to the network-layer performance pa rameters is not a straightforward task. The QoS perceived by end-users in their access to Internet services is mainly driven by TCP, the reliable transport protocol of the Internet, whose congestion control algorithms dictate the latency of informa tion transfer. Indeed, it is well known that TCP accounts for a great amount of the total traffic volume in the Internet [3, 4] , and among all the TCP flows, a vast majority is represented by short-lived flows (also called mice), while the rest is rep resented by long-lived flows (also called elephants).
The description of traffic patterns inside the Internet is a particularly delicate issue, since it is well known that IP pack ets do not arrive at router buffers following a Poisson process; instead of a high degree of correlation exists [5] . Tradition ally, either M/M/1 or lII/AI/l/B queueing models were considered as good representations of packet queueing el ements in the network. However, the traffic flowing in IP networks is known to exhibit Long Range Dependent (LRD) behaviors, which cause queue dynamics to severely deviate from the above model predictions. For these reasons, the usual approach of modeling packet networks as networks of M /M /1 queues [6, 7, 8] appears now inadequate for the de sign of such networks. Unfortunately, explicitly considering LRD traffic models is not practical. Indeed, queues driven by LRD processes are very difficult to study, and only asymp totic results exist. To the best of our knowledge, no closed form expression exists for queues fed by LRD processes, which relates the queue performance to input parameters.
In this paper, we propose a packet network design and planning approach that considers the dynamics of packet net works, as well as the effect of protocols at the different layers of the Internet architecture on the e2e QoS experienced by end-users. Our proposed approach maps the end-user per formance constraints into transport-layer performance con straints first, and then into network-layer performance con straints. A refined TCPIIP traffic modeling technique, al ready presented in [9] , that is both simple and capable of pro ducing accurate performance estimates for general-topology packet networks loaded by realistic traffic patterns, is con sidered. When explicitly considering TCP traffic it is also necessary to tackle the Buffer Assignment (BA) problem, for which we propose an efficient solution for the droptail case as well as for more advanced Active Queue Management (AQM) schemes, like RED [10] .
Designing a packet network today may have quite differ ent meanings, depending on the type of network that is being designed. If we consider the design of the physical topol ogy of the network of a large Internet Service Provider (lSP), the design must very carefully account for the existing in frastructure, for the costs associated with the deployment of a new connection or for the upgrade of an existing link, and for the very coarse granularity in the data rates of high-speed links. Instead, if we consider the design of a corporate Virtual Private Network (VPN), where connections are leased from a long distance carrier, then the set of leased lines is not a crit ical legacy, costs are directly derived from the leasing fees, and the data rate granularity is much finer. While the general methodology for packet network design and planning that we describe in this paper can be applied to both contexts, as well as others, in this paper we concentrate on the design of cor porate VPNs.
Traditionally, packet network design focused on optimiz ing either network cost or performance by tuning link capac ities and routing strategies. Since the routing and link ca pacities optimization problems are closely interrelated, it is 53 appropriate to jointly solve them in what is called the Ca pacity and Flow Assignment (CFA) problem. The literature focusing on the routing problerri, where link capacities are as sumed to be known, is abundant; see, for example, [2, 7, 1n Papers where the routing and capacity assignment problems are treated simultaneously include [2, 6, 8, 12, 13] .
Gersht and Weihmayer [8] presented a mixed integer/linear programming (MILP) formulation of the optimal network de sign and facility engineering problem, which corresponds to finding network topologies that minimize the total network cost while selecting facility types, allocating capacity, and routing traffic to accommodate traffic demands and perfor mance requirements. The MILP formulation is decomposed into two subproblems, which can be solved sequentially. The solution of the first subproblem yields the topological design, facility selection, and flow assignment. The second subprob lem corresponds to the capacity assignment. This work uses AI/M /1 queueing systems to model the network behavior, and the average network-wide packet delay in the problem formulation.
Ng and Hoang [12] proposed a global optimal solution technique for the CFA problem. A continuous lower bound of the average network-wide packet delay is used in the for mulation of the cost objective function. They consider an x-M/M/1 queueing system to model the network behavior (where a link is implemented by x transmission lines, each of capacity C); therefore, the objective function is shown to be convex with respect to the network multicommodity flow. The convexity property ensures the global optimal solution of the CFA problem, that is obtained using the Flow Deviation method [2] .
Cheng and Lin [6] consider the problem of minimizing the maximum end-to-end delay in the network. They propose a two-phase algorithm to solve the CFA problem, where in a first phase a minimum-hop heuristic routing is used, and in a second phase the capacity assignment problem is solved.
They al so adopt "' 1/JU/1 queueing systems to model the net work.
Medhi and Tipper [13] proposed four approaches based on the Lagrangean relaxation with subgradient optimization method and genetic algorithms to obtain solutions to a multi hour combined capacity design and routing problem, neglect ing however packet delay constraints.
Recently, in [14] , the authors for the first time abandon the Markovian assumption in favor of a fractional Brownian mo tion model, i.e., an LRD traffic model. They solve the discrete capacity assignment problem under network e2e delay con straints only, using simulated annealing metaheuristic. How ever, it is difficult to extend this approach to consider more general CFA problems, because the relation among traffic, capacity and queueing delay is not expressed by a closed form expression.
To the best of our knowledge, no previous work solves the CFA problem for packet networks taking into account user layer e2e QoS constraints considering more realistic traffic models. In this paper, we present a nonlinear mixed-integer programming formulation for the CFA problem and solve it in the case of corporate VPNs. An efficient Lagrangean relax ation based heuristic procedure is developed to find bounds The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 de scribes the general design methodology and provides the for mulation of the optimization problems. Section 3 illustrates a Lagrangean relaxation of the problem, as well as a heuristic solution procedure. Numerical results are discussed and com pared against results of ns-2 simulations in Section 4. Con clusions are given in Section 5.
THE IP NETWORK DESIGN METHOD OLOGY
The IP network design methodology that we propose in this paper is based on a "Divide and Conquer" approach, in the sense that it corresponds to several subtasks, which are solved separately. Such an approach is a necessity, because, even if the resulting methodology provides near-optimal solu tions, the complexity of the problem makes a global solution impossible. Fig. 1 shows the flow diagram of the design method ology. Shaded, rounded boxes represent function blocks, while white parallelograms represent input/output of func tions. There are three main blocks, which correspond to the classic blocks in constrained optimization problems: con strahltS (on the left), inputs (on the bottom right) and op til1li~ation procedure (on the top right). As constraints we consider, for every source/destination pair, the specification of user-layer QoS parameters, e.g., download latency for web pages or perceived quality for realtime applications. Thanks to the definition of QoS translators, all the user-layer QoS constraints are mapped into lower-layer performance con straints, down to the network layer, where performance met rics are typically expressed in terms of average delay and loss probability.
The optimization procedure needs as inputs the description of the physical topology, the traffic matrix, and the expression of the cost as function of link capacities. The objective of the optimization is to find the minimum cost solution that sat isfies the user-layer QoS constraints. The solution identifies link capacities, flow assignment (i.e. routing) and buffer sizes (or AQM parameters).
In our methodology we decouple the CFA problem from the BA problem. The optimization starts with the CFA sub problem, solved considering infinite buffers. A second opti mization is then performed to solve the BA subproblem. Mo tivations for this choice are given in the following sections, where we briefly comment on the main steps of the design methodology, and we provide a formal description for the op timization problems.
QOS TRANSLATORS
The process of translating QoS specifications between dif ferent layers of the protocol stack is called QoS translation. According to the Internet protocol architecture, at least two QoS mapping procedures should be considered in our case: the first translates the application-layer QoS constraints into transport-layer QoS constraints, and the second translates transport-layer QoS constraints into network-layer QoS con straints.
APPLICATION-LAYER QOS TRANSLATOR
This module takes as inputs the application-layer QoS con straints, such as web page transfer latency, data throughput, audio quality, etc. Assuming that for each application we know which transport protocol is used, i.e., either TCP or UDP, this module maps the application-layer QoS constraints into transport-layer QoS constraints. Given the multitude of Internet applications it is not possible to devise a generic pro cedure to solve this problem. Hence, in this paper, we will focus on ad-hoc solutions depending on the application.
Real Time Applications. UDP For realtime applications over UDP, the output of the application-layer translator is given in terms of packet loss probability, and maximum net work e2e delay. Considering Voice over UDP, high-level QoS constraints, such as the Mean Opinion Score (MaS), are ex pressed in terms of transport-layer performance constraints. For example, good vocal perceived quality is associated with an average packet loss probability of the order of 1%, and a maximum e2e delay smaller than 100 ms [16] . This case will not be considered further in this work.
Elastic Traffic -TCP For elastic applications exploiting TCP, the output of the application-layer translator is still a set of high-level constraints, expressed asfile transfer latency (L t ), or throughput (T h ). Considering Web page download, a desired download time is expressed in terms of TCP latency (or throughput) constraint. For example. given a desired web page download time smaller than 1.5 s, a web page which contains 20 objects, downloaded using 4 parallel TCP con nections at most, each object must be transferred with a TCP connection of average duration smaller than 0.3 s.
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TRANSPORT-LAYER QOS TRANSLATOR
The transport-layer QoS translator maps transport-layer performance constraints into network-layer performance con straints; the translator in this case must be tailored to the transport protocol used: either UDP or TCP.
Real Time Applications . UDP The translation from transport-layer performance constraints into network-layer performance constraints in the case of real-time UDP applica
• tions is rather straightforward, since the transport-layer per formance constraints are usually expressed in terms of packet loss probability and maximum e2e network delay, which can be directly used also as network-level performance parame ters. The only effect of UDP that must be taken into account is related to the protocol overhead, which increases the of fered load to the network. This effect may be significant, specially for applications like voice, that use small packets. Experiments with UDP will be considered in a future work.
Elastic Traffic -TCP The translation from transport-layer QoS constraints to network-layer QoS parameters, such as

ROll/ld Trip Time (RTTl and Packet Loss Probability (Ploss),
is more difficult. This is mainly due to the complexity of the TCP protocol, and in particular to the error, flow and congestion control algorithms. The TCP QoS translator ac cepts as inputs either the maximum file transfer latency, or the minimum file transfer throughput. We impose that all flows shorter than a given threshold (i.e., TCP mice) meet the max imum file transfer latency constraint, while longer flows (i.e., TCP elephants) are subjected to the throughput constraint. For example, from measurements of the flow length distri bution over the Internet [4] , it is possible to say that 85% of all TCP flows are shorter than 20 segments. For these flows, we impose that the latency constraint must hold. Instead, for flows longer than 20 segments we impose that the through put constraint must be met. Obviously, the most stringent constraint must be considered in the translation. The maxi mum RTT and Plo"s that satisfy both constraints constitute the output of this translator.
To solve the translation problem, we exploit recent re search results in the field of TCP modeling. Usually, TCP models take network-layer parameters as inputs, i.e., RTT and floss, and give as output either the average throughput or the file transfer latency. Our approach is based on the inver sion of two TCP models, taking as input either the connection throughput or the file transfer latency, and obtaining as out puts RTT and floss. When considering file transfer latency, we use the TCP latency model described in [17] , which offers a good tradeoff between computational complexity and accu racy of performance predictions. We will refer to this model as the CSA model (from the last names of the authors). When considering throughput, we instead exploit the formula given in [18] . We will refer to this formula as the PFTK formula (from the last names of the authors).
The inversion of TCP models is not simple, since there are at least two parameters that impact TCP throughput and la solutions for these two parameters satisfies a given constraint at the TCP level. We decided therefore to fix the Pia", pa rameter, and leave RTT as the free variable. This choice is due to the fact that the loss probability has a larger impact on the latency of very short flows, and that it impacts the net work load due to retransmissions. Furthermore, floss is also constrained by realtime applications. Finally, fixing the value of the loss probability allows us to decouple the CFA prob lem from the BA problem, as shown in Section 2.2.1. There fore, after choosing a value for Ploss, a set of curves can be derived, showing the behavior of RTT as a function of file latency and throughput. From these curves it is then possi ble to derive the maximum allowable RTT. The inversion of the CSA and PFTK formulas is obtained using numerical algorithms.
For example, given a maximum file transfer latency and a minimum throughput T h = 512 kbps constraint, the curves of 
PROBLEM DESCRIPTION AND FORMU LATION
A network is modeled as a directed, connected graph G = (II', E) where V is a finite set of vertices (network nodes) and E is the set of edges (network links) representing con nection of these vertices. Let n be the number of network nodes and m be the number of network links. A path from source node s to a destination node d is a sub-graph of G and it is modeled as an open network of queues, where each queue represents an output interface of an IP router with its buffer. Four non-negative real value functions are associated with each link: link cost, buffer cost, average packet delay, and average packet loss probability. The link and buffer cost functions may be either monetary cost or any measure of the resource utilization, which must be optimized. The average packet delay is considered to be the sum of queueing and transmission delays. The average packet delay and average packet loss probability functions define the criteria that must be constrained (bounded).
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TRAFFIC AND QUEUEING MODEL
In order to obtain a useful formulation of the CFA prob lem, it is necessary on one side to be accurate in the pre diction of the performance metrics of interest (average delay, packet loss probability), while on the other side to adopt a low complexity model (i.e., we adopt models allowing a sim ple closed-form solution).
In [9] , a simple and quite effective expedient was proposed to accurately predict the performance of network elements subject to TCP traffic, using Markovian queueing models. The main idea behind the approach in [9] corresponds to re produce the effects of traffic correlations on network queue ing elements by means of Markovian queueing models with batch arrivals. The choice of using batch arrivals following a Poisson process has the advantage of combining the nice characteristics of Poisson processes (analytical tractability in the first place) with the possibility of capturing the bursti ness of the IP traffic. Hence, we model network queueing elements using !II[o"\J/1U/l queues. The batch size varies be tween I and n-with distribution [X] , where W is the max imum TCP window size expressed in segments. The distri bution [Xl is obtained considering the number of segments that TCP sources send in one RTT for a given flow length distribution. The Markovian assumption for the batch arrival process is mainly justified by the Poisson assumption for the TCP connection generation process (when dealing with TCP mice), as well as the fairly large number of TCP connections simultaneously present in the network. Given the flow length distribution, a stochastic model of TCP (described in [9] ) is used to obtain the batch size distribution [X] . The distribu tion [X] is obtained only once before starting the optimiza tion process.
The average (busy-hour) traffic requirements between nodes can be represented by a requirement matrix t = {~sd},
where ~"d is the average packet transfer rate from source s to destination d. The t matrix can be derived from a higher level description of the (maximum) traffic requests, expressed in terms of "pages per second", or "flows per second" for a given source/destination pair. We consider as traffic offered to the network Isd = l_~pd , to take into account the re 10$0 transmissions due to the losses that flows experience along their path to the destination. Recall that Ptoss is the desired e2e loss probability.
The decision of fixing a-priori the loss probability allows us to decouple the CFA solution from the BA solution. We first solve the CFA problem (properly selecting the capac ity of links and routing of flows) considering the e2e delay constraints only. Then, we enforce the loss probability to meet the P loB " constraints by properly choosing buffer sizes. In the first optimization, a !II [:,(] (i, j) , and zero otherwise).
CFA fonnulation Different formulations of the CFA prob lem result by selecting i) the cost functions g( G iJ ), ii) the routing model, and iii) the capacity constraints. It is impor tant to note that for a given set of options a specific opti mization technique must be applied to solve the problem. In this paper we focus on the VPN case, in which common as sumptions are i) linear cost, i.e., g(G ij ) = dijCj, ii) non bifurcated routing, and iii) continuous capacities. Solution techniques for this subcase are presented in Section 3. Op timization techniques for the design of physical topologies, i.e., the non-continuous capacity case, are currently being in vestigated.
Our goal is to minimize the total link costs while deter mining the best route for the traffic that flows on each source/ destination path, and meeting the maximum e2e packet de lay constraint. The following optimization problem is thus formulated:
(1) l,j subject to:
The objective function (I) represents the total link cost, which is the sum of the cost functions of link (i, j), g( G ij ). Con straint set (2) contains the flow conservation equations, which define routes for the traffic of each source/destination pair. The formulation considers non-bifurcated routing, i.e. the traffic of a given source/destination pair follows one path. Constraints (3) are the e2e packet delay constraints for each source/destination pair. It says that the total amount of delay experienced by all the flows routed on a path should not ex ceed the maximum RTT minus the propagation delay of the route. The average queueing delay is expressed by consider ing an j\IIX]/!II/l/oo queue [19] :
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A Equation (4) defines the average data flow on the link. Constraints (5) are integrity and non-negativity constraints.
Finally, 1\1 = !\'/ Ii, and !{2 is a constant to convert distance in time.
BA formulation As final step in our methodology, we need to dimension buffer sizes, i.e., to solve the following problem:
Subject to: (10) The objective function (8) represents the total buffer cost, which is the sum of the cost functions h (H ij ) = B ij .
Equation (9) is the loss probability constraint for each source/destination pair. Constraints (10) Notice also that the first part of equation (11) is based on the assumption that link losses are independent. Therefore, the solution of the BA problem is a conservative solution to the full problem.
The proof that the BA problem is a convex optimization problem is not a straightforward task. The difficulty in this proof derives from the need of showing that pCB, G, f, [X] ) is convex. Since, to the best of our knowledge, no closed form expression for the M[x]/M/l/B stationary distribu tion is known, no closed-form expression for pCB, G, f, [Xl) can be derived. However, we conjecture that the BA prob lem is a convex optimization problem by considering that: i) for an M/M/l/B queue, p(B,G,f) is a convex func tion (see [20] ); and ii) approximating pCB, G, f, [ /1/00 queue, the loss probability is a convex func tion of B. We can thus classify the BA problem as a multi variable constrained convex minimization problem; there fore, the global minimum can be found using convex pro gramming techniques. We solve this minimization prob lem applying first a constraints reduction procedure which reduces the set of constraints by eliminating redundancies. Then, the solution of the BA problem is obtained via the loga rithm barrier method [21] (it gives a solution whose accuracy is known a priori).
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Setting the AQM parameters The output of the BA prob lem is the buffer size H ij for each router interface. assum ing a droptail behavior. If more advanced AQM schemes are deployed by network providers to enhance the TCP perfor mance, it is possible to derive guidelines for the configuration of the AQM parameters as well. In this paper. we consider Random Early Detection (RED) [10] as an example, and dis cuss how to set its parameters.
The original RED algorithm has three static parameters min_th, max.th, max.p, and one state variable avg. When the average queue length avg exceeds min_th, an incoming packet is dropped with a probability that is a linear function of the average queue length. In particular, the packet drop ping probability increases linearly form 0 to max.p, as avg increases from min_th to max.th. When the average queue size exceeds max-th, all incoming packets are dropped.
Ideally, the buffer size should be sufficiently large to avoid that packets are dropped at the queue due to buffer overflow. (9) . Finally, we set min_th;j = ;3.max.th i }" (3 < 1. In the numerical examples discussed in this work, we selected Q = 2. (3 = l/lG (these values produced the best results in our tests).
CFA PROBLEM: THE VPN CASE
The resulting CFA problem is a nonlinear mixed-integer programming problem, which is difficult in general. Except for the nonlinear constraint (3), this is basically a multicom modity flow problem [22] , since each source/destination pair transmits a different quantity of traffic over the network. Mul ticommodity flow problems belong to the class of NP-hard problems. In [6] it is proved that also the continuous relax ation of the integrity constraints (5) leads to a non-convex programming problem by verifying the Hessian of (3). As a consequence of this property, in general, several local minima exist.
In the following, we propose a composite upper and lower bounding procedure based on a Lagrangean relaxation of the problem. A Lagrangean relaxation is created by remov ing (relaxing) a set of constraints, weighting them with La grangean multipliers and then placing them in the objective function. The purpose is to obtain a relaxed problem, called Lagrangean subproblem, which is easier to solve than the original problem. The objective value from the Lagrangean relaxation problem, for any given set of multipliers, provides a lower bound (in the case of minimization) for the optimal solution to the original problem. The best lower bound can be derived by solving the Lagrangean dual. Since the dual
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SOLVING THE LAGRANGEAN DUAL
ZCFA using feasible solutions from a primal heuristic algo PROBLEM rithm (see the next subsection). Finally, II ~JI 11 2 is a norm, usually Euclidian norm, of subgradient ~I'. The value of sJl should be updated during the procedure. First SJI is set to 2 The Lagrangean Dual problem typically produces solu and, if there is no lower bound improvement in J1I ax Imp tions that after recovering primal feasibility tend to be close iterations, s1' is divided by 2. But every time that an lower to optimal. Like for all relaxation procedures, the success of bound improvement is found, sP is set to 2 again. the approach depends mainly on the ability to generate good In practice, there are several stopping criteria that may be Lagrangean multipliers. In order to solve the Lagrangean used to terminate the algorithm. If II ~P 11 2 ::; E or t l ' ::; E, for dual problem, we employ a subgradient algorithm to search some very small E > 0, the algorithm should stop, since v P is for "good" multipliers, while to recover primal feasibility we not varying enough. It is also possible to stop the procedure employ a heuristic. if the difference between the best upper and lower bounds is The value of the Lagrangean for any set of multipliers smaller than a pre-specified percentage. We also use a maxi . = (0. (3) will be equal to the sum of the optimal solutions mum number of iterations (AIaxItr) as stopping criterion.
For the forthcoming analysis, the parameters were set as from optimization theory, by using the weak Lagrangean du follows: 1'0 is a vector of random numbers (between 0.1 and ality theorem [24] , that for any vector of multipliers, L(t·) is 10), "l1axlmp = 20. MaxItr = GOO, and E = 10-: Because of the used decision variables and stopping crite rion, the solution to the dual problem is generally associated with an infeasible project, i.e., some of the end-to-end packet delay constraints and/or routing constraints may be violated.
SUBGRADIENT OPTIMIZATION PROCE DURES
Hence, we use information obtained from the Lagrangean relaxation, at each of the iterations of the subgradient proce Subgradient method is a common approach for solving La dure, to construct a feasible solution (Primal Heuristic). At grangean Dual problems. It can be described as follows. each iteration, we test if the routing obtained from the so Given a set of Lagrange multipliers, the relaxed problem is lution of subproblem L 1 (v) can generate a feasible solution solved, generating a lower bound, and subgradients associ to the primal problem P. The test corresponds to verifying ated with relaxed consn'aints are calculated. Then, the sub whether RTT is strictly greater than 1\2 Li,j 0n'd 'J for all gradients are used to update the set of Lagrange multipliers, source/destination pairs; in this case the values for w1j' can in order to obtain a better lower bound. This procedure is be obtained. The algorithm stops if no feasible solution can repeated until lower and upper bounds are equal (or almost be found, so that the requirements of the dimensioning prob equal) or a duality gap is detected. For problem P, given a lem must be relaxed. relaxed problem solution (wiy",oiy"), the subgradient ~if can Therefore, given the routing, a capacity assignment (CA) be calculated as:
solver provides the values for the Cij. We apply two tech niques to solve the CA problem: i) a approximate solution <sd = ( "~Ii _ 11 osd ~(F ,3d F osdd ) _ RTT which is described in the next subsection; and ii) a second
,d ) approach using the logarithmic barrier method [21] . Conse . 1 c and the best pnma cost so lar.
3.5 APPROXIMATE SOLUTION TO THE CA where t 1' is a positive scalar (step size) and ~1' is the subgra PROBLEM dient. The convergence of subgradient method is closely related to the step size, t p . And, in this work, we have adopted a If we assume that the routing is known, problem P reduces ' .
traditional approach [23] : to the following CA problem (where the second part of the objective function is now constant).
. (~dij ~~d ,8d ) A simple heuristic can be derived to obtain solutions to this problem. The main idea is to decompose the problem into n x (n -1) single constrained problems (one for each path (s, d) ). Let Isd be the set of links which compose path (s, d) . To solve each single path problem we apply the Lagrangean multiplier method obtaining:
(30) subject to (19) . Now it is necessary to minimize equation (30) with respect to the variables wi'/-Upon differentiation and simplification we obtain:
fi.
The substitution of equation (31) into (28) (considering the equality) yields the Lagrangean multiplier '1,-'. By turning back to the equation (31) we obtain the solutions:
Knowing the values for the variables wif (in the single path problem) we obtain admissible values for the variables Wij (in the original CA problem) assigning:
. { sd}
Finally, the capacities are computed using G ij = .u.~.. + Iij.
'J
NUMERICAL RESULTS
In order to prove the effectiveness of the design method ology, we run numerical experiments and computer simula tions. We consider a mixed traffic scenario where the flow length follows the distribution shown in Fig. 3 , which is de rived from one-week long measurements [4] . We have one curve for each year (from 2000 to 2002). In particular, we re port the discretized cumulative distribution function (CDF), obtained by splitting the flow length distribution in 15 groups with the same number of flows per group, from the shortest to the longest flow, and then computing the average flow length in each group. The large plot reports the discretized CDF us ing bytes as unit, while the small plot inside reports the same distribution taking today's most common maximum segment size (MSS) of 1460 bytes as unit.
We present results obtained considering several topologies, which have been generated using the BRITE topology gener ator with the router level option [25] . Random traffic ma trices were generated by picking the traffic intensity of each source/destination pair from a uniform distribution. For each topology, we solved both the CFA and BA problems using the approach described in previous sections. Simulation experi ments at the packet level were run using the 118-2 simulator.
10-NODE NETWORKS
In this section, we present results obtained consider ing a lO-nodes, 20-links network topology. In the design we considered the following target QoS constraints for all source/destination pairs: i) file latency L t :S 0.4 s for TCP flows shorterthan 20 segments, ii) throughput Til ~ 512 kbps for TCP flows longer than 20 segments. Selecting P IOBS = 0.01, we obtain a network-level design constraint equal to RTT :S 0.052 s (see Fig. 2 ) for all source-destination pairs.
Each traffic relation offers an average aggregate traffic equal to isd = 1 Mbps. Link propagation delays range from 0.25 ms to 1.5 ms, i.e., link lengths vary between 50 km and 300 km. After solving the CFA problem, we solved the BA prob lem in both the droptail and RED cases.
To verify the accuracy of the IP network design produced by the methodology, we performed packet-level simulations to check whether the QoS constraints are actually met. In the 60
• . . 
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Links
Figurt' 3 LillI.. utilization factor and Buffer size for the 10 node Ill'I\"'rk (dassical and new approach) expert melli, \\ e assumed that TCP New Reno is adopted, and that Tel' l'ollileetions are established at instants described by a Poi,,( lI1 pn lee'S. choosing at random a server-client pair. COnlll'l'\\<lI1 (lpening rates are determined so as to meet the offered 11-.llIll. -,d. The amount of data to be transferred by each Tel' l'(lllileetion (i.e., the flow length) is expressed in numher oj pal'kels according to the measured values. We performed fill/ii ,imulatio/1s rather than simulating the en tire Ilel \\ ork. i.l'.. we selected a path referring to a single sourceldl'',(lllalioll pair, and simulated only links in that path, considerill~ abo interfering cross traffic. This approach is necessar~ due to scalability problems in ns-2, which did not allow u, to ,imulate the entire topology. Moreover, results obtained in path simulations are worst-case results with re spect to entire Iletwork simulations, because cross traffic is more a~gressi\e. since it is directly injected into the simu lated path. without traversing all links along its path, hence not sufferillg losses or shaping. Among all possible source/destination pairs, we selected the longest path in the network, which comprises 5 links. Re sults are plotted in Fig. 4 , which reports the file transfer la tency for all flow size classes. The QoS constraint of 0.4 s for the maximum latency is also shown. We can clearly see that model predictions and simulation results are in perfect agreement with specifications, since the latency constraint is satisfied for all flows shorter than 20 segments. The flow transfer latency constraint for mice is more stringent than the throughput constraint for elephants, represented by 195 packet long flows, therefore the throughput of the latter is 61 2.2 Mbps in the RED case, instead of the minimum desired 512 kbps. Notice that the predicted throughput obtained by applying the CSA model is a pessimistic estimate. This is due to the limit in the CSA model itself, and not to a mis match in the network-layer parameters between model and simulation. Indeed, Table I reports the average packet delay E [T] , and the average packet loss probability P Fig. 5 shows the link utilizations and buffer sizes, respectively, obtained with our method and with the classical model. It can be immediately noticed that con sidering the burstiness of IP traffic radically changes the network design. Indeed, the link utilizations obtained with our methodology are much lower (i.e., capacities are much longer) than those produced by the classical approach, and buffers are much longer.
It is important to observe that the test of the QoS perceived by end users in a network dimensioned using the classical approach cannot be performed, since simulations fail even to run, because the dropping probability experienced by TCP flows is so high that retransmissions cause the offered load to become larger than I for some links, This means that a network designed with the classical approach is not capable of supporting the offered load, and therefore cannot satisfy the QoS constraints (because the classical approach considers Poisson arrivals and uses the average network-wide packet delay in the problem formulation).
In addition, in Fig,S we also compare our results to those of an overprovisioned network, in which the capacities obtained by using the classic model are multiplied a posteriori by the minimum factor which allows the QoS constraints to be met. The overprovisioning factor was estimated by a trial and er ror procedure based on path simulations at the packet level. Since it is difficult to define an overprovisioning factor for the BA problem, we fixed a priori the buffer size to be equal to 150. The final overprovisioned network is capable of satisfy ing the QoS constraints, but a larger cost is incurred, which is directly proportional to the increase in link capacities (that is observed by the reduction in the link utilization factors). Note also that the heuristic used to find the minimum overpro visioning factor cannot be applied for large/high-speed net works. due to scalability problem of packet level simulators.
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40-NODE NETWORKS
In this section we present results for 40-node, 160-link net work topologies where link propagation delays are uniformly distributed between 0.5 and 1.5 ms, i.e., where link lengths vary between 100 and 300 km.
Two sets of experiments were performed. In the first set of experiments, we compare the results obtained with four different techniques: i) Lagrangean relaxation (LB), ii) pri mal heuristic with logarithmic barrier CA solution (PH), iii) primal heuristic with approximate CA solution (VB), iv) CA with minimum-hop routing (MinHop+CA). Results for 10 random topologies are presented in Fig. 6 . The average source/destination traffic requirement is set to ~sd = 5 Mbps. For all source/destination pairs, the target QoS constraints are: i) latency L t ::; 0.2 s for TCP flows shorter than 20 segments, ii) throughput T h ~ 512 kbps for TCP flows First of all, the results allow us to conclude that ignor ing the routing optimization when solving the CA problem (MinHop+CA) leads to poor results. In addition, we can observe that the feasible solutions (PH) and suboptimal so lutions (UB) for all considered topologies always fall rather close to the lower bound (LB). The gap between UB and LB is about 16%. Using the PH solution, the gap is reduced to 13%.
The second set of experiments was conduced to investi gate the impact of the latency constraints on the optimized network cost. Fig. 7 shows the LB and UB values for latency constraint values ranging from 0.2 to l.O s. The plots clearly show the tradeoff between cost and latency; as expected, costs grow when the latency constraints become tighter. It is interesting to observe that when the latency constraints be come very tight (latencies become close to zero), the sensi tivity of the network cost increases.
COMPUTATION TIMES
Finally, we briefly discuss the computation times needed to solve the CFA problem. The optimization algorithms (the subgradient algorithm and the heuristic) were implemented using the C language and run on a workstation with I GHz processor running Linux. The computation times (in CPU .,.
seconds) for several CFA problems are presented in Fig. 8 . We tested our approach on networks with different numbers of nodes and different connection degrees (number of ingo ing/outgoing links in a node). As can be seen, CPU times range from less than 1 second to more than 15 minutes.
It is straightforward to obtain the time complexity of the subgradient algorithm delineated in section 3.3. At each iter ation it is necessary to solve subproblems L 1 (v) and L 2 ( p). 
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have considered the QoS design of . . packet-switching networks, and in particular the joint Capac ity and Flow Assignment problem where both routing and capacity assignments are considered to be decisions vari ables. Our new formulation to the CFA problem differs in two important points from previous formulations. First, the novelty of our approach is that it considers end-to-end QoS constraints for all source/destinations pairs on the network. A second important improvement with respect to earlier ap proaches is the use of a refined IP traffic modeling technique that provides an accurate description of the traffic dynamics in multi-bottleneck networks subject to TCP mice and ele phants. By explicitly considering TCP traffic, we also need to consider the impact of finite buffers, therefore facing the Buffer Assignment problem.
We have formulated the problem as a nonlinear mixed integer programming problem. A Lagrangean Relaxation ap proach was used to obtain both lower bounds and feasible so lutions in the VPN case. A subgradient method was used to find the optimal Lagrangean multipliers. Examples of appli cation of the proposed design methodology to different net working configurations have been discussed. The network target performances are validated against detailed simulation experiments. Numerical results suggest that the proposed methodology provides a quite efficient approach to obtain near-optimal solutions with small computational effort.
